


 “Wits  Town  ” Kindergarten is a international brand of preschool 

education that combines local preschool education in China, integrates 

the education practical achievements in the field of high-end 

international kindergartens over the years and blends the essence of 

international preschool education and Chinese preschool education. 

 “Wits Town ” educational pattern is in line with the international 

farsighted mainstream education system, fuses Chinese quality 

educational resources, builds international kindergartens which more 

accords with the development requirements of Chinese children, and 

cultivates little global citizens with intercultural communication 

competence and international competitiveness in the world context 

Brand introduction 



Connection - Chinese educational concept 

Active learning, healthy growth 

“Wits Town” using the international advanced education idea 

and curriculum system, cultivates children’s thirst for knowledge, 

self-confidence, responsibility, practical ability, and abilities to 

analyze and solve problems, excavates and releases children's 

potential fully and trains internationally elite talents with strong 

physique, healthy mood and all-round development. 

The core of Wits Town kindergarten curriculum is actively 

participate in learning, which is just in line with China’s “unity 

of moral knowledge and practice”. The daily “plan-work-

review” has expounded in detail the “association of learning 

and thinking” in China.  

The application of the farsighted preschool curriculum 

system happens to coincide with the concept of traditional 

Chinese education. Chinese young children and parents are 

more likely to accept high-level courses. 。 



Communication skills 

Cooperation ability 

Creative ability 

Leadership 

Ability to solve problems Self challenge ability 



The potential teacher shall 
 

In charge of building a children friendly environment with rich 

English-learning facilities and improve children’s listening, 

speaking, reading and writing skills in English. 

Be responsible of delivering English classes, design realias 

and writing teacher’s guide. 

Participate in all kinds of collective activities and complete 

other tasks that assigned by the supervisor. 



We are looking for someone who is/whom 
 

Bachelor degree holder and originally from an English-speaking 

country 

Experienced in teaching over two years and shall be 

passionate about educating children. 

A sincere and honest person while has a strong sense of 

commitment. 

Keen in creating and has a good sense of teamwork. 






